CANDY MINI WRAPPING MACHINE

HIGH SPEED PILLOW PACK MACHINE SUITABLE FOR WRAPPING SMALL HARD CANDY PRODUCTS AND SIMILAR ARTICLES.

This machine is fully automatic, with a touchscreen control system.

Suitable for candy and other solid edible products in disc, round, spherical, oval or cylindrical shapes.

It is capable of wrapping product with a width of 10-30mm, length of 10-40mm and a height of 5-18mm.

It can wrap up to 1000 pieces per minute.

FEATURES

- Optional Vibratory feeding system
- Multi-brush plate feed system
- Print registration unit
- Wrapping counter
- Pack length change by keypad
CANDY MINI WRAPPING MACHINE

SPECIFICATIONS

Material
Stainless Steel

Length
3012mm

Height
1885mm

Width
1334mm

Output
100-1000 wraps per minute

Weight
1000kg

Uses
Wrapping

Power
5.5kw

http://www.loynds.com/mini-wrapping-candy/